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The Police In Occupation Japan 2014-04-08

many western commentators have expressed their admiration for the
japanese police system tracing its origins to the american occupation of
japan 1945 52 this study challenges the assumptions that underlie these
accounts focusing on the problems that attended the reform of the
japanese police during the occupation drawing on a wide range of primary
sources christopher aldous explores the extent to which america failed in
it s goal of democratizing the japanese police force arguing that deeply
rooted tradition the pivotal importance of the black market and the us s
decision to opt for an indirect occupation produced resistance to reform
his study concludes with a consideration of the postwar legacy of the
occupation s police reform and touches on a number of recent
controversies most notably the case of aum shinrikyo

Of Love and War 2001

the signing of the paris agreement in 1973 ended not only america s
vietnam war but also richard nixon s best laid plans after years of
secret negotiations threats of massive bombing and secret diplomacy
designed to shatter strained communist alliances the president had to
settle for a peace that fell far short of his original aims

Nixon's Vietnam War 1998

an examination of the political and diplomatic role of american nuclear
weapons in conflicts with a non nuclear china in the korean war and the
taiwan strait crises of 1954 1955 and 1958 this study analyzes the
american tendency to become involved in confrontations with far weaker
powers over issues of very little strategic significance to the united
states washington threatens these adversaries with the use of
incommensurate levels of force then ultimately backs down in the face of
international and domestic opposition to ill considered plans to use
force unlike works on nuclear history that have either focused on
superpower nuclear conflicts and ignored cases of american nuclear
diplomacy toward non nuclear adversaries or those that have focused
merely on the outcomes of nuclear threats against non nuclear powers this
book considers in depth american nuclear diplomacy toward china during
the whole period of sino american military confrontations soman offers
new insights on truman s decision to enter the korean war the extent of
nuclear diplomacy during the war and the way in which the war ended he
argues that the goal of american nuclear diplomacy in the spring of 1955
was to provoke a war with china rather than to deter a chinese attack on
taiwan finally he lays out for the first time in print the elaborate
diplomacy that secretary of state john foster dulles initiated to defuse
the 1958 crisis involving a major shift in american policy that still
remains hidden from the public as well as historians highlighting the
central role of nuclear diplomacy in these crises this book draws
conclusions on the efficacy of such diplomacy the impact of these crises
on the development of policies of massive retaliation and limited war the
consequences of dulles s brinkmanship and the revival of nuclear
diplomacy by the clinton administration in conflicts with non nuclear
adversaries

Decisions and Orders of the National Labor
Relations Board 2003

this report follows up on an interim report released in february 2004
that focused on immediate needs in the areas of animal care and
management recordkeeping and pest control the report finds that the zoo
has made good faith efforts to correct deficiencies noted in the interim
report and has made some noticeable improvements in the past year in zoo
operations and animal care however problems in areas such as staff
training workplace culture and strategic planning still need to be
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addressed specifically the report recommends that the zoo immediately
develop and implement animal care training programs to ensure that people
who are directly responsible for the well being of its animal collection
are adequately prepared and competent the report commends a zoo initiated
strategic planning process as a positive step but recommends it contain a
more detailed comprehensive strategy of how it will meet short term goals
and that it should link plans to upgrade facilities with those to acquire
animals the zoo should also focus on improving communication among
keepers veterinarians nutritionists senior managers and curators

Double-Edged Sword 2000-08-30

in the chaotic days after the bombing of pearl harbor the roosevelt
administration made a dubious decision affecting hundreds of axis
diplomats remaining in the nation s capital to encourage reciprocal
treatment of u s diplomats trapped abroad roosevelt sent axis diplomats
to remote luxury hotels a move that enraged americans stunned by the
attack this cause célèbre drove a fascinating yet forgotten story the
roundup detention and eventual repatriation of more than a thousand
german japanese italian bulgarian and hungarian diplomats families staff
servants journalists students businessmen and spies such splendid prisons
follows five of these internees whose privileged worlds came crashing
down after december 7 1941 a suave calculating nazi ambassador and his
charming but conflicted wife a wily veteran japanese journalist a
beleaguered american wife of a japanese spy posing as a diplomat and a
spirited but naive college aged daughter of a german military attaché the
close albeit luxurious proximity in which these axis power emissaries
were forced to live with each other stripped away the veneer of false
prewar diplomatic bonhomie conflicts ran deep not only among the captives
but also among the rival u s agencies overseeing a detainment fraught
with uncertainty duplicity lust and romance harvey solomon re creates
this wartime american period of deluxe detention public outrage hidden
agendas rancor and racism and political machinations in a fascinating but
forgotten story

Votes & Proceedings 1875

until recently immigration policy was largely in the hands of a small
group of bureaucrats who strove desperately to fend off offensive peoples
barbara roberts explores these government officials showing how they not
only kept the doors closed but also managed to find a way to get rid of
some of those who managed to break through their carefully guarded
barriers robert s important book explores a dark history with an honest
and objective style published in english

Production of Oil and Gas on Public Lands 1975

focuses on the recent enemy combatant cases to provide a stern critique
of the legal and constitutional basis for the enormous expansion of
presidential power during the bush administration s war on terror and the
challenges especially in the supreme court that such expansion has
inspired

Hearings, Reports and Prints of the House
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs 1974

the revival of labor liberalism is a careful analysis of the twentieth
century decline of the labor liberal coalition and the important efforts
to revive their political fortunes andrew battista chronicles the efforts
of several new political organizations that arose in the 1970s and 1980s
with the goal of reuniting unions and liberals drawing from extensive
documentary research and in depth interviews with union leaders and
political activists battista shows that the new organizations such as the
progressive alliance citizen labor energy coalition and national labor
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committee made limited but real progress in reconstructing and
strengthening the labor liberal coalition although the labor liberal
alliance remained far weaker than the rival business conservative
alliance battista illuminates that it held a crucial role in labor and
political history after 1968 focuses on a fraught but evolving
partnership battista provides a broad analysis of factional divisions
among both unions and liberals and considers the future of unionism and
the labor liberal coalition in america

Proceedings of the Parliament of South Australia
1856

phelps investigates the on the ground implementation of president lyndon
johnson s war on poverty during the 1960s and 1970s and argues that the
fluid interaction between federal policies urban politics and grassroots
activists created a significant site of conflict over the meaning of
american democracy

Journals of the Legislative Council (with
Papers) ... 1877

this is an account of the nation s first intelligence agency the office
of special services o s s how it operated what it accomplished and how it
laid the basis for the present central intelligence agency and how its
charismatic founder wild bill donovan established control over it
recruited its staff and most importantly sold roosevelt the armed
services the allies and the rest of the country on the agency s varied
and often bizarre shadow warfare missions during world war ii the o s s s
special relationship with the british the key role of academics and its
embarrassing connection with the soviets n k v d are also addressed smith
concludes that the creation of the c i a after the war owed less to the
accomplishments of the o s s than to donovan s public relations skills
and the precarious military situation the country found itself in at the
time mr smith has done an exhaustive job of research on the o s s and
donovan the book offers an honest lively portrait of an important
american and the contributions good and bad that he and the o s s made to
the american intelligence system much of this book can be read for the
pleasure of observing a genuine american character in action mr smith who
does not fawn on his subject captures donovan s kinetic energy and vision
philip taubman the new york times this may be as close to a definitive
medium length history of oss as we are likely to get it draws fully on
the extensive original files now available both american and british and
on the recent flood of secondary writing the author has a sure grasp of
the basic history of the war his narrative chapters put oss firmly into
that wider context and his perspectives and judgments ring true and there
are excellent chapters on the usually neglected research and analysis
section and on the relations between oss and soviet intelligence agencies
an important book foreign affairs a lmost certainly the most balanced
study to date of the shadow or irregular warfare that was the special
province of oss resting on an impressive amount of research into
unpublished manuscript collections in both this country and great britain
the shadow warriors is a convincing account in large measure because its
author retains a balance in his conclusions even as he does not hesitate
to render firm judgments the public historian bradley f smith has
produced a carefully researched lucid study of the office of strategic
services oss smith deserves recognition for writing the most
comprehensive study to date on the origins of united states central
intelligence the journal of american history bradley smith has undertaken
a formidable task in writing this history of the office of strategic
services which is the most reliable record to date of its wide range of
activities during the second world war an audacious book that is
fascinating for its disclosures and entertaining to read the slavonic and
east european review bradley smith credits the oss with accomplishments
in support of the military but considers shadow warfare dangerously
overvalued the book is humanly interesting at the same time that it
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addresses the very largest moral and military questions kirkus

The Punjab Record 1889

these documents provide a shocking inside account of the activities of
one tobacco company brown williamson and its multinational parent british
american tobacco over more than thirty years

Animal Care and Management at the National Zoo
2005-11-27

ronald reagan s first great victory in the 1966 california governor s
race seemed to come from nowhere and has long since confounded his
critics just two years earlier when barry goldwater lost to lyndon
johnson by a landslide the conservative movement was pronounced dead in
california governor edmund pat brown was celebrated as the giant killer
for his 1962 victory over richard nixon from civil rights to building the
modern california system of higher education to reinventing the state s
infrastructure to a vast expansion of the welfare state brown s liberal
agenda reigned supreme yet he soon found himself struggling with forces
no one fully grasped and in 1966 political neophyte reagan trounced brown
by almost a million votes reagan s stunning win over brown is one of the
pivotal stories of american political history it marked not only the
coming of age of the conservative movement but also the first serious
blow to modern liberalism the campaign was run amidst the drama of the
berkeley free speech movement terrible riots in watts and the first anti
vietnam war protests by the new left it featured cameo appearances by
mario savio ed meese california speaker jesse big daddy unruh and tough
as nails los angeles police chief william parker beneath its tumultuous
surface a grassroots conservative movement swelled powerfully a group
that had once been dismissed as little more than paranoid john birchers
suddenly attracted a wide following for a more mainstream version of its
message and reagan deftly rode the wave moving from harsh anticommunism
to a more general critique of the breakdown of social order and the
failure of the welfare state millions of ordinary californians heeded his
call drawing on scores of oral history interviews thousands of archival
documents and many personal interviews with participants matthew dallek
charts the rise of one great politician the demise of another and the
clash of two diametrically opposing worldviews he offers a fascinating
new portrait of the 1960s that is far more complicated than our
collective memory of that decade the new left activists were offset by an
equally impassioned group on the other side for every sds organizer there
was a john birch activist for every civil rights marcher there was an
anticommunist rally goer for every antiwar protester there were several
more who sympathized with american aims in southeast asia dallek s
compelling history offers an important reminder that the rise of ronald
reagan and the conservatives may be the most lasting legacy of that
discordant time

Such Splendid Prisons 2020-01-01

making endless war is built on the premise that any attempt to understand
how the content and function of the laws of war changed in the second
half of the twentieth century should consider two major armed conflicts
fought on opposite edges of asia and the legal pathways that link them
together across time and space the vietnam and arab israeli conflicts
have been particularly significant in the shaping and attempted remaking
of international law from 1945 right through to the present day this
carefully curated collection of essays by lawyers historians philosophers
sociologists and political geographers of war explores the significance
of these two conflicts including their impact on the politics and culture
of the world s most powerful nation the united states of america the
volume foregrounds attempts to develop legal rationales for the continued
waging of war after 1945 by moving beyond explaining the end of war as a
legal institution and toward understanding the attempted
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institutionalization of endless war

Whence They Came 1988

comprehensive study of australia s role in the peace enforcement
operations that developed at the end of the cold war

Project Ranger: a Chronology 1971

report of the dominion fishery commission on the fisheries of the
province of ontario 1893 issued as vol 26 no 7 supplement

Bush, the Detainees, and the Constitution 2007

in 1949 about 123 polish displaced persons orphans were brought to canada
from east africa as part of the settlement of the postwar dp crisis the
situation became an international incident when warsaw protested that the
international refugee organization was kidnapping these children to use
as slave labour on canadian farms and factories

The Revival of Labor Liberalism 2023-12-11

for centuries it was suspected that there must be an undiscovered
continent in the southern hemisphere but explorers failed to find one on
his second voyage to the pacific captain cook sailed further south than
any of his rivals but still failed to sight land it was not until 1820
that the continent s frozen coast was finally sighted territorial rivalry
intensified in the 1840s when british american and french expeditions
sailed south to chart further portions of the continent that had come to
be called antarctica for the nearly two centuries since the race to claim
exclusive possession of antarctica has gripped the imagination of the
world antarctica a biography is the first ever major international
history of this forbidding continent from the eighteenth century voyages
of discovery to the fierce rivalries of today as governments scientists
environmentalists and oil companies compete for control on one level it
is the story of explorers battling the elements in the most hostile place
on earth as they strive for personal triumph commercial gain and national
glory on a deeper level it is the story of nations seeking to incorporate
the antarctic into their own national stories and to claim its frozen
wastes as their own

Project Mercury 1963

provides an overview of introductory computer and information systems
concepts found throughout the book are web based activities which direct
students to the internet this edition is supported by a website designed
to expose students to the internet and its information resourses the
internet bridge offers monthly technology updates to keep the instructor
and the student current with changes in this dynamic market the internet
exercises are designed to enhance students understanding and appreciation
of the material in the book introduce them to what the internet has to
offer help them with their internet navigation skills show them how to
find information on the internet show them how the internet can be used
as a tool for business and personal problem solving and help them become
confident internet surfers

Congressional Record 1959

biotechnology crop production area increased from 1 7 million hectares to
148 million hectares worldwide between 1996 to 2010 while genetically
modified food is a contentious issue the debates are usually limited to
health and environmental concerns ignoring the broader questions of
social control that arise when food production methods become corporate
owned intellectual property drawing on legal documents and dozens of
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interviews with farmers and other stakeholders corporate crops covers
four case studies based around litigation between biotechnology
corporations and farmers pechlaner investigates the extent to which the
proprietary aspects of biotechnologies from patents on seeds to a
plethora of new rules and contractual obligations associated with the
technologies are reorganizing crop production the lawsuits include patent
infringement litigation launched by monsanto against a saskatchewan
canola farmer who in turn claimed his crops had been involuntarily
contaminated by the company s gm technology a class action application by
two saskatchewan organic canola farmers launched against monsanto and
aventis later bayer for the loss of their organic market due to
contamination with gmos and two cases in mississippi in which monsanto
sued farmers for saving seeds containing its patented gm technology
pechlaner argues that well funded corporate lawyers have a decided
advantage over independent farmers in the courts and in creating new
forms of power and control in agricultural production corporate crops
demonstrates the effects of this intersection between the courts and the
fields where profits not just a food supply are reaped

A People's War on Poverty 2014

how the executive branch not the president alone formulates executive
orders and how this process constrains the chief executive s ability to
act unilaterally the president of the united states is commonly thought
to wield extraordinary personal power through the issuance of executive
orders in fact the vast majority of such orders are proposed by federal
agencies and shaped by negotiations that span the executive branch by
executive order provides the first comprehensive look at how presidential
directives are written and by whom in this eye opening book andrew
rudalevige examines more than five hundred executive orders from the
1930s to today as well as more than two hundred others negotiated but
never issued shedding vital new light on the multilateral process of
drafting supposedly unilateral directives he draws on a wealth of
archival evidence from the office of management and budget and
presidential libraries as well as original interviews to show how the
crafting of orders requires widespread consultation and compromise with a
formidable bureaucracy rudalevige explains the key role of management in
the presidential skill set detailing how bureaucratic resistance can
stall and even prevent actions the chief executive desires and how
presidents must bargain with the bureaucracy even when they seek to act
unilaterally challenging popular conceptions about the scope of
presidential power by executive order reveals how the executive branch
holds the power to both enact and constrain the president s will

The Shadow Warriors: O.S.S. and the Origins of
the C.I.A. 2022-04-02

american cinema has always been violent and never more so than now
exploding heads buses that blow up if they stop racial attacks and
general mayhem from slapstick s comic violence to film noir from silent
cinema to tarantino violence has been an integral part of america on
screen this new volume in a successful series analyzes violence examining
its nature its effects and its cinematic and social meaning

The Cigarette Papers 1996

in radical play rob goldberg recovers a little known history of american
children s culture in the 1960s and 1970s by showing how dolls guns
action figures and other toys galvanized and symbolized new visions of
social racial and gender justice from a nationwide movement to oppose the
sale of war toys during the vietnam war to the founding of the company
shindana toys by black power movement activists and the efforts of
feminist groups to promote and produce nonsexist and racially diverse
toys goldberg returns readers to a defining moment in the history of
childhood when politics parenting and purchasing converged goldberg
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traces not only how movement activists brought their progressive politics
to the playroom by enlisting toys in the era s culture wars but also how
the children s culture industry navigated the explosive politics and
turmoil of the time in creative and socially conscious ways outlining how
toys shaped and were shaped by radical visions goldberg locates the
moment americans first came to understand the world of toys from barbie
to g i joe as much more than child s play

Alleged Assassination Plots Involving Foreign
Leaders 1975

Decision of the Administrator of the
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Suspension of the 1975 Auto Emission Standards
1973

The Right Moment 2000-09-19

Making Endless War 2023-08-17

Australia and the New World Order 2011-02-07

Sessional Papers of the Dominion of Canada 1888

A Patron for Pure Science 1982

Regulation of Armaments, Atomic Energy 1990

Polish Orphans of Tengeru 2009-12-14

Antarctica 2013-01-24

Report of the Special Counsel's Investigation of
Allegations Relating to the Bureau of Veterinary
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1997
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By Executive Order 2021-04-06
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Joint Force Quarterly 1993
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